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Public Service Excellence in the 21st CenturyPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			
				This book combines academic wisdom and practitioners’ insights to critically examine the challenges faced by civil service systems in the 21st Century. Moreover, the book evaluates what types of civil servants are needed to tackle critical issues such as rapidly ageing populations, increased urbanisation,...
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Brothers and Sisters: Sibling Relationships Across the Life CoursePalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This edited volume presents unique insights on sibling relationships in adulthood in the early 21st century, focusing on three themes: relations beyond childhood and school years; factors shaping social support provision between siblings; and changes in family life and how these impact sibling relations. Comprised of...
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The Story of International Relations, Part One: Cold-Blooded Idealists (Palgrave Studies in International Relations)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book is the first volume in a trilogy that traces the development of the academic subject of International Relations, or what was often referred to in the interwar years as International Studies. This first volume takes on the origins of International Relations, beginning with the League of Nations and the International Studies...
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Regional Organizations in International Society: ASEAN, the EU and the Politics of Normative Arguing (Palgrave Studies in International Relations)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the normative foundations of ASEAN and the EU. It revives the history of the two organizations in an in-depth narrative of the protracted arguments surrounding their establishment, legal integration and enlargement. While political actors used norms to legitimize their ideas for institutional change, the complex and...
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Political Communication in Britain: Campaigning, Media and Polling in the 2017 General ElectionPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Political Communication in Britain is a now established series of nine books, the first of which appeared in the aftermath of the 1979 General Election. This book follows the structure of previous volumes and features commentaries and assessments from the pollsters who monitored voter opinion during the...
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Crafting Innovative Places for Australia’s Knowledge EconomyPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book integrates planning, policy, economics, and urban design into an approach to crafting innovative places. Exploring new paradigms of innovative places under the framework of globalisation, urbanisation, and new technology, it argues against state-centric policies to innovation and focuses on how a globalized approach can shape...
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Advanced Graphics with the Sinclair Z. X. SpectrumPalgrave Macmillan, 1983
This book is intended for Spectrum owners who are competent BASICprogrammers, but who are complete beginners in computer graphics. It contains the elementary ideas and basic information about pixel and 2-D graphics that need to be understood before the more involved concepts of character and 3-D graphics can be mastered. A software cassette...
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Business Leadership and Market Competitiveness: New Paradigms for Design, Governance, and PerformancePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Competitive paradigms, which are constantly being shifted, and turbulent environmental conditions, which today are a constant, tend to dictate rather than inform strategic decision making regarding an organization’s status quo and desired outcomes. As such, there is a need for organizational leaders to re-examine current...
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Cognitive Penetrability and the Epistemic Role of Perception (Palgrave Innovations in Philosophy)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book is about the interweaving between cognitive penetrability and the epistemic role of the two stages of perception, namely early and late vision, in justifying perceptual beliefs. It examines the impact of the epistemic role of perception in defining cognitive penetrability and the relation between the epistemic role of...
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Cisco Secure Internet Security SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
Text concentrating on each member of the Cisco Secure product family, showing how to use each one to create an ultimately secure network for Internet use. Discusses threats posed by the Internet, such as hackers and viruses, and how to combat them using Cisco products. Also shows how to create firewalls and other barriers against unwanted attacks....
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Beginning BASIC with the ZX Spectrum (Macmillan microcomputer books)Macmillan Technical, 1985
The aim of this book is to teach programming in the BASIC language, as used by the ZX Spectrum, to the complete beginner. It is not an '0' level or C.S.E. text· book, although It does cover practically all the programming skills required at those levels. Mathematics has been kept to a minimum and therefore arithmetic functions such as ABS,...
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People SkillsPalgrave Macmillan, 2002

	This is a book intended for a wide readership, covering a range of occupations

	that come under the broad heading of ‘people work’. This includes health

	and social care staff, social workers, staff in professions allied to medicine,

	youth workers, counsellors, advisors, advocates, personnel officers and other

	managers,...
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